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INTRODUCTION
Make an estimate on how many times are you are 
distracted during an average work day.

Now take that number and multiply it by 25.

That’s how many minutes of concentration you’re 
losing. It takes an average of about 25 minutes (23 
minutes and 15 seconds, to be exact) to return to 
the original task after an interruption, according to 
Gloria Mark, who studies digital distraction at the 
University of California, Irvine.(1)

Source:
(1) http://blog.idonethis.com/distractions-at-work/
(2) The Cost of Interrupted Work: More Speed and Stress
Gloria Mark | Department of Informatics | University of California, Irvine
https://www.ics.uci.edu/~gmark/chi08-mark.pdf

TASKOR is designed to turn off interuptions and 
reduce distractions caused by technology. A white 
noise filter drowns out noises, while a timer lets you 
see how much time is remaining. Lastly, a pause/
play button is used to take a quick break when 
needed.
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69%

46%

Icons provided by fontawesome.com
Survey was conducted by posting online, on facebook and reddit, to 
anonymous users. Survey size was 13 unique entries.

“After only 20 minutes of interrupted 
performance people reported significantly 
higher stress, frustration, workload, effort, 
and pressure.” (Mark, pg.4)

Research
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Existing product features comparison

HoMedics SoundSpa:
Natural sounds help you relax while you 
read, work, study or sleep
Six digitally recorded, calming sounds: White 
Noise, Thunder, Ocean, Rain, Summer Night, 
Brook15-minute, 30-minute or 60-minute 
auto-off timer

FocusList:
An app that schedules your tasks and 
organizes the usage of your time to help you 
achieve your goals. This is a really nice UI 
and I would love in incorporate a similar look 
to the interface for my product.

https://www.producthunt.com/posts/
focuslist

Research
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Detailed overview of solution
Example of function

Using a website/app that syncs with a digital calendar, 
the user can plan tasks and goals ahead of time.
This same application is where the user creates a profile, where they can easily 
connect devices to be silenced later on, and manage priority notifications which

The display on the [PRODUCT NAME] shows the task and 
the user sets the estimated amount of time required.

The user simply turns the timer for the amount of time 
they’d like to spend on the task, and optionally activates 
the bluetooth speaker or white noise filter.

The device signals the users phone, PC, smartwatch, 
Skype status, etc. and silences all non-priority notifications 
for the duration of the specified time.

75% 50% 25%

task 1 task 2 task 3

serve as exceptions to the silent mode.
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Detailed overview of solution (cont)
Example of function

Throughout the time, the user maintains high levels of 
focus, and productivity. In case of a break the user simply 
presses the pause button.

The timer displays the amount of time left, without 
specifying a numeric amount. This is to decrease anxiety, 
and give an estimated amount of time, rather than  having 
the user constantly check the exact time.

At the end of the specified time, the user is notified of 
missed notifications and all affected devices are brough 
back to regular alert mode.

The user has successfully completed the desired task 
without distractions, and the task is marked complete on 
the application. The user can now que up the next task 
when desired. 
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Features to include:
Sits ontop of desk
Not distracting, but still appealing to look at
Simple controls including pause/play/volume
About 6in tall and 4in wide
Not too large, but big enough that controls are easy to use

Ideation
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Ideation

knob on topknob on Bot

Form exploration

Form exploration
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professional
business
office
clean
non distracting

Design inspiration:
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FEATURES
-Bluetooth speakers
-White noise
(both use same volume knob) 
-Pen holder
-Timer can be set up to 4 hours silencing connected 
devices
-Pause/play button
-bluetooth/white noise button toggle
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Concept Design Summary
After exploring several forms, I decided to go with something simple, non-distracting, and with analog inputs.
Rather than using an app or program to restrict  notifications, a bluetooth speaker for music, and a white noise 
filter to help concentration, this product will combine them all.
Analog inputs provide a satisfying experience when operating the timer and volume.
The timer clearly informs the amount of time remaining, but does not use numbers (or a time) to keep the user 
from constantly checking the time. The timer gives an approximate reading for the viewer instead.
Combining these features with a pen/pencil holder made sense, as this is a functional desk product, and aids 
in storage providing more functionality as a result.
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